Travel Deal: The Byron at Byron Resort

Good morning, Please see the below for the latest deal at The Byron at Byron with their new Champagne Escape package. UNWIND AND
CELEBRATE AT THE BYRON AT BYRON THIS SPRING THE BYRON AT BYRON LAUNCHES A CHAMPAGNE ESCAPE 4 September 2018 –
For the well-travelled Champagne connoisseur, The Byron at Byron and Champagne Bollinger have curated the ultimate luxury experience with the
launch of their Champagne Escape package. What better way to celebrate a Byron Bay escape than with great food and the most excellent
champagne?

Including everything one could hope for when booking a luxury escape, The Byron at Byron Champagne Escape package (for two)

includes two nights of regional bliss. Champagne appearing at all the right moments, guests are invited to relax and indulge with a 60-minute
integrated massage and a long lunch at The Restaurant. Nestled amidst the rainforest, guests will experience the height of luxury in the heart of
nature, all with a glass of bubbles in hand. A CHAMPAGNE ESCAPE PACKAGE INCLUSIONS:

Two night’s accommodation in a

Standard/Superior/Deluxe Spa Suite Two glasses of Champagne on arrival - NV Bollinger Special Cuvee Reims France Full breakfast for two daily
60-minute integrated massage (each) with a glass of Champagne post treatment - Bollinger Rosé NV One lunch for two in The Restaurant to the
value of $130 with a bottle of Bollinger La Grande Année 2007 A gift from Champagne Bollinger Complimentary signature experiences: The Farmers
Market tour (Thursday morning) and Guided Rainforest Tour (Tuesday morning) Complimentary daily yoga

PACKAGE DETAILS Package

available for bookings between: 1st September - 14th December 2018 Package cost: Standard Suite $1726 / Superior Suite $1804 / Deluxe Spa Suite
$1880 To book: visit www.thebyronatbyron.com.au/special-accommodation-packages/a-champagne-escape or call 02 6639 2105 Byron at Byron
Resort & Spa 77 – 97 Broken Head Road, Byron Bay NSW Australia +61 2 6639 2000 | 1300 554 362 www.thebyronatbyron.com.au Facebook :
www.facebook.com/byronatbyron Twitter: www.twitter.com/byronatbyron Instagram: www.instagram.com/thebyronatbyron ABOUT THE BYRON AT
BYRON RESORT & SPA True luxury defies definition. It doesn’t shout – it whispers. As discerning travellers know, ultimate luxury bathes the soul
and engages all the senses, releasing you from the busy real world to an oasis of absolute ease. It’s both refined and grounded; the perfect blend of
intuitive service, meticulous detail and extraordinary natural surroundings. This is the luxury you will discover at The Byron at Byron.

The 18-hectare

rainforest setting is so pristine and serene, it’s hard to believe its home to an all-suite resort. But dotted amid the ferns and palms, you’ll find 91
sumptuous, entirely self-contained private sanctuaries, a multi-award winning day spa and a world-class restaurant. And at the heart of it all, a
sparkling infinity pool, made for contemplating nature’s wonders while sinking back on a daybed, with an expertly crafted cocktail in hand. For all
media enquiries please contact The Mint Partners on 02 9280 2133 Charlotte Howells e. charlotte@themintpartners.com.au Warm regards, Sophie
Fisher Account Coordinator The Mint Partners
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